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Abstract
The decision complexity of Presburger Arithmetic PA and
its variants has received much attention in the literature.
We investigate the complexity of quantifier elimination pro-
cedures for PA – a topic that is even more relevant for ap-
plications. First we show that the the author’s triply ex-
ponential upper bound is essentially tight. This fact seems
to preclude practical applications. By weakening the con-
cept of quantifier elimination slightly to bounded quantifier
elimination, we show, however, that the upper and lower
bound for quantifier elimination in PA can be lowered by
exactly one exponential. Moreover we gain uniformity in the
coefficients, a property that we prove to be impossible for
complete quantifier elimination in PA. Thus we have tight
upper and lower complexity bounds for elimination theory in
PA and uniform PA. The results are inspired by experimen-
tal implementations of bounded quantifier elimination that
have solved non-trivial application problems e.g. in para-
metric integer programming.
1 Introduction
Presburger arithmetic PA is the first-order theory of the in-
tegers in the language L having O,1 as constants, +, - as
binary operations, and equality =, order ~ and congruences
-n modulo all integers n ~ 1 as binary relations. The
fundamental paper of Presburger [P29] established an ef-
fective quantifier elimination procedure and a decision pro-
cedure for this ‘(linear fragment” PA of number theory. The
strength of his results could be appreciated only by 1931,
when Godel’s incompleteness theorem showed that even the
“quadratic fragment” of number theory is algorithmically
undecidable (compare [G179]).
The language of PA is rich enough to express many im-
portant application problems, such as solvability of (para-
metric) systems of linear Diophantine equations, integer fea-
sibility of systems of (parametric) linear constraints, integer
programming, and certain problems in program description
and verification (compare [G85, SJ80] ). This motivated an
extensive study of the complexity of the decision problem
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for fragments and extensions of PA [Ber77, Ber80, CO072,
FR75, FR79, FiR74, F82, GS78, G87, G179, G181, L78, 073,
RL78, SC84, Sh77, V83] ~ While the decision problem is con-
cerned with ciosed (i.e. parameter-free) formulas, the quanti-
fier elimination problem deals with simplification of formulas
involving free variables to a form that is easy to evaluate.
It has turned out that for applications a quantifier elimi-
nation procedure is as a rule much more useful than a de-
cision procedure. The reason is that a decision procedure
gives a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to a specific problem, while a
quantifier elimination procedure describes for which integer
values of the free variables an assertion holds; thus quanti-
fier elimination provides a structural explanation in place of
simple yesao-answer. An upper bound for the worst-case
complexity of the quantifier elimination problem in PA was
obtained in [W90]: Let 1 be the length of the input for-
mula q, n the number of quantified variables in ~ and b the
number of quantifier-blocks in p. Then the bound is of the
form exp(t(c”)b ) for some constant c. Moreover this bound
holds no matter, whether integer constants are represented
in unary or binary notation.
The first result of this note, Theorem 3.1, shows that the
quantifier elimination problem for PA is inherently triply
exponential. In fact the lower bound closely matches the
upper bound in [W90].
This result seems to preclude any practical application of
quantifier elimination in PA. In fact the situation can, how-
ever, be improved by exactly one exponential in exchange
for a little sacrifice that is comparatively harmless in appli-
cations, namely an NP-search problem. The clue for this
improvement is to abandon complete quantifier elimination
in favour of bounded quantifier elimination, where one ad-
mits bounded quantifiers in the output formulas. This shift
of viewpoint offers an extra advantage that is missing from
complete quantifier elimination, namely uni~orrnity in the
coefficients of PA-terms and PA-formulas: We introduce
uniform Presburger arithmetic UPA ss an extension of PA,
where we allow unquantified parameters in the coefficients
of the integer variables. Formally this is achieved by intro-
ducing scalar terms of a new “scalar” sort that are built up
from scalar parameters by certain scalar operations.
Our results on UPA are as follows: In Theorem 3.2 we
show that complete quantifier elimination is impossible in
UPA. This is in sharp contrast to a result of van den Dries
and Holly [DH92] that proves quantifier elimination for UPA
without order. The result of Theorem 3.2 was posed there as
an open problem that “seems to be very hard”. In Theorem
3.3 we prove a lower bound for bounded quantifier elimi-
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nation in PA (and hence in UPA) that is exactly one expo-
nential lower than that of complete quantifier elimination in
PA. In Theorem 4,1 we describe an explicit bounded quanti-
fier elimination procedure for UPA with an upper complex-
ity bound again exactly one exponential lower than that of
complete quantifier elimination in PA. As a corollary we can
[ietermiue the infimum of the satisfaction set of an existen-
tial, parameter-free L formula in one free variable in poly-
nomial space. .kpplications of the theorem and the corollary
include a solution method for parametric mixed integer op-
timizati~)n problems with linear constraints and linear or
(Iuadratic ol}ject ive function, and the problem of automatic
loop parallelization in programs.
2 PA and uniform PA
Recall the Presburger arithmetic PA is the first-order theory
of integers in the language L = {0, 1, +, –, ~, {=,~}~~N}.




where ~, are variables and and n, are integers. Atomic for-
mulas containing a distinguished variable z can be written
in one of the following normal forms
where m, n ● N and o is a term that does not contain
the variable J, and nx z a stands for n(–x) < –a.
Formulas are obtained from atomic formulas by composi-
tion with the propositional operators A, V, ~ and quantifiers
%, Vz. Formally, integer coefficients of variables and the
constant 1 as well as rnoduli of congruences are written in
unary notation. We reserve, however, the option to write
these integers also in binary notation. Whenever neces-
sary, vie will indicate which notation is used. An L-formula
is quarrtificr-frcr, if it contains no quantifiers. Using the
properties of discrete order and of congruences in Z (viz.
a =,, o - v~=, ~ ~,, z I) negation can be
eliminated from quantifier-free L-formul~~ w in PA. An L-
formula is prenrx, if it is of the form Qlxl Q“z~~, where
p is a quantifier-free formula and Q, are quantifiers. In such
a prenex formula q the quantifiers Qix, can be grouped into
blocks of similar quantifiers (i.e. all existential or all univer-
sal). An e.ztstcrkd jormula is a prermx formula with a single
block of existential quantifiers in its prefix.
A quantifier elimination procedure for PA is an algorithm
that assigns to every L-formula w a quantifier-free L-formula
p’ that is equlvalrmt to ~ in Z.
P.4 can be axiomatized by first-order axioms saying that
Z is a discretely ordered abelian group with smallest positive
element 1 and that IZ/n Zl = n for all natural numbers n.
.4s a consequence, any lexicographical product G = H x Z
of a clivisiblr ordered abelian group H with Z is a model of
PA. We will ha~e occasion to consider models of this type
in the next section.
fJnifoT-rnPrrsbrmger arithmetic UPA is a generalization
of PA: We extrnd the language L to a two-sorted language
L*. The INVVscalar sort will have the scalar constant 1,
scalar viarial)lm a, [~, and a set ScOp of finitary opera-
tion symbols acting on these variables. The old sort with
constants 0, 1, operations +, – and relations =, <, =m
(m E N) will be called the vector sort in L“. The two
sorts a tied together by the binary operation of scafar mul-
tiplication (a, z) I+ a z. Note that scalar variables are
intended to range over the integers, while vector variables
may range over more general models of PA. Scalar L*-terms
are obtained from scalar variables and scalar constants by
superposition of the scalar operations in ScOp.
Vector terms in L“ are of the form
‘=? a,zt+aol,
,=1
where a, are scalar terms and z, are vector variables. Atomic
Lo-formulas are of the forms p t,where s, t are vector terms
and p E {=, ~} U {=m}rnEN. L*-formul~ are obtained
from atomic L--formulas similar as in PA. This means in
particular that quantification is allowed L“ only with respect
to vector variables. Quantifier-free formulas and quantifier
elimination are defined for UPA similar as for PA, replacing
L-formulas by L“ -formulas. A parameter-free L--formula is
an L“-formula containing no scalar variables.
In L“ we consider quantification of a special form: Let p
be an L“-formula, z a vector variable, and let t be a scalar
term. Then we write
We refer to the expressions
as bounded quantifiers with bound t.
A bounded quantifier formula in L“ is an L“ -formula in
which all quantifiers are bounded. A bounded quantifier
formula is prenez if it is of the form
with Qi c {3, V} and p quantifier-free.
A bounded quant@er elimmatzon procedure for UPA is
an algorithm that assigns to every prenex L* -formula q a
bounded quantifier formula @ in L* such that p and p’
are equivalent in Z for all integer values of the scalar pa-
rameters in these formulas. In particular, every quantifier
elimination procedure is a bounded quantifier elimination
procedure. We refer to quantifier elimination in contrast to
bounded quantifier elimination as complete quantifier elimi-
nation. Notice that we may construe every L-term as a
parameter-free L*-term, and conversely every parameter-
free L“-term as an L-term by evaluating the scalar sub-
terms as integers. Hence we may identify L-formulas with
parameter-free L“ -formulas.
So the definition of bounded quantifier formulas and of
bounded quantifier elimination applies to L-formulas and
PA as well.
In the following, atom(p) denotes the number of atomic
subformulas of a formula p in L or in L-.
3 Impossibilities and lower bounds
Theorem 3.1 There u a sequence of L-formulas {p.} O/
lengths growing linearly in n such that for any sequence of
quantifier-free L-jorrnufas {p:} unth the property that p.
and p; are equivalent m Z the length of V; grows tnply
ezponentzally m n and hence in length(pn ).
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Proof By a famous result of Fischer and Rabin ([FiR74],
Theorem 13) there is a function g : N -+ N such that
n+l
for almost all n g(n) ~ 222
and a sequence of L-formulas {pa (z, y, z)} of lengths grow-
ing linearly in n such that for all integers z, y, Z, ~n (z, Y, Z)
holds in Z iff O s z, y, z < g(n) and z y = z. Thus the L-
formulas {p~ (z, V,z) } encode multiplication on large initial
segments of N.
Put pn(z) := pn(l, z, z) and +~(.z) := 3zpn(z, z,z).
Then P.(z) holds in Z for an integer z iff z < g(n) and ~n (z)
holds in Z for an integer z iff z is a square and z < g(n).
Suppose now that {pi } is a sequence of quantifier-free L-
formulas with the property that P. and p; are equivalent
in Z. Put
kfn := {z E 2[ p;(z) holds in Z}
Then A4. is a finite set in N bounded from above by
g(n). We may assume without restriction that the formulas
p;(z) contain no equations and no negated inequalities, and
that the atomic subformulas of ~~ (z) have been put into
normal form with respect to the variable z. It is now easy
to see that q:(z) must contain an inequality of the form
/cz < b, where k c N and b is a variable-free L-term such
that the evaluation of b/k in R is greater than or equal to
g(n). If integers in L are written in unary, this implies that
length(p~ ) > length(b) > g(n), which proves the theorem.
D
This argument fails, when integers in L are written in
binary; in this case we still conjecture that atom(p~) grows
triply exponentially in n. The idea is to use the set
N. := {z E 21 ~.(z) holds in Z}
of all squares below g(n) in place of M., and to argue that
#(N” ) grows triply exponential in n and that the distribu-
tion of integers in N. is sufficiently irregular in order that
it can not be described by few inequalities and congruences.
Supplement to Theorem 3.1 Using the refinement of
the Fischer–Rabin result due to Furer [F82], one can easily
modify Theorem 3.1 for prenex input formulas q. with at
most a quantifier blocks. The the lower bound for quantifier
elimination in PA restricted to input formulas of this type
is then of the form 2
*(:)””
for some positive constant c. In
particular, the quantifier elimination problem for existential
input formulas is still inherently doubly exponential in PA.
Theorem 3.2 For arbitrary choice of scalar operations
Uniform Presburger Arithmetic does not admit quantifier
elimination.
Proof. Consider the following formula with one free
variable z and one parameter a in the language L* of UPA:
p(a, z):= 3y(O~2y<a. lAZ=e y)
We may assume without restriction that the set of scafar
operations in L* includes the operations +, ., max, lcm,
Then we claim that there is no quantifier-free L*-formula
~(a, z) that is equivalent to p(a, z) in Z. In order to
prove this we require the following fact on quantifier-free
L“ -formulas @(a, z) that is easy to prove by induction on





bl, . . ..bk
For every quantifier-free L*-formula
there exists a natural number k and
terms s(~), tl(a), . . . ,tk(~) such that
fixed value of a in Z, there exist
E Z such that
k
Z\Ma ~ U{z ~ Z I IzI ~ s(~), ~ =ti(a) b:}
i=l
Roughly speaking this means that the set Ma of all in-
tegers z described by V(O, z) for fixed value of a has the
following property: 111=or Z \ Ma is up to a finite error set
included in a union of at most k congruence classes wrt to
some moduli; moreover k is independent of the integer value
of cr.
Assume now for a contradiction that @(cr, z) is a quanti-
fier-free L*-formula equivalent to ~(a, z) in Z Let k be
determined from @ as in the fact and fix the value of a as
an integer a > 4k. It is now easy to see that the set
A4a := {z E Z I Izl ~ s(cr), p(a, z) holds in Z)
violates the fact above since it comprises about ~ “con-
secutive” congruence classes modtdo a. Indeed, pick [ ~j
consecutive integers in Ma or in Z \ M=. Then by the fact
mentioned above, two different such numbers must be con-
gruent modulo ti(~) for some 1 ~ i ~ k, and so ti(~)< [~].
But this contradicts the definition of Ma. u
Remark Theorem 3.2 is in sharp contrast to a result of
van den Dries and Holly in [DH92]: They prove that UPA in
a language without order admits complete quantifier elimi-
nation by a model theoretic, non-effective argument. The
result in Theorem 3,2 is posed there as an one of two open
problems that “seem to be very hard”.
Theorem 3.3 There is a sequence of L-formulas {P.} of
lengths growing linearly in n such that for any sequence of
bounded quantifier L-formulas {pi} with the property that
P. and q; are equivalent in Z the length of ~~ grows doubly
exponentially in n and hence in length(p~). This is even
the case if integers are coded in unary notation in Vn and
in binary notation in P;.
Proof. Let w be a new constant. By a slight extension
of a result of Fischer-Rabin [FiR74] (see [W88], Lemma
5.5) there is a sequence of formulas {P.(z)} in the language
L~ = {O, o, +, –} such that in any additive, abelian group
G with a distinguished element w of infinite order: P“ (z)
holds in G iff z = iw for some O ~ i <22”. Moreover the
length of P. (z) grows linearly in n.
In order to apply the topological technique of [W88] we
have to pass to a non-standard model of PA with modified
topology: Let G := R x Z be the lexicographical product
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of the ordered additive abeiian groups R and Z and put
~ := (1, O), 1 := (O, 1). Then by Presburger’s axioms, G is
a model of P.4. For fixed n put p(z) := p~(z) and let v’(z)
lw a bounded quantifier formula in -LW,= {O, 1, w, +, –, <}
equivalent to ~(~) in G. We claim that at(q’ ) > 22”. This
\vill prm,e the theorem,
In order to prove the claim, let m he the least common
multiple of all n)t)duli of congruences occuring in p’, and put
S = {(), ., ., m – 1}. JVe furnish R with the order topology, S
with the discrete topology, R x S with the product topology,
and finally G with the topology induced by the map m :
G + R x S. (.r. y) - (z, i), where z =~ z. In other
words, a subset .4 of G is open iff rr(.4) is open in R x S. We
let J(A) denote the bourrdar,v of the set A in this topology
and recall the rukx
fi(.~U D). J(.4n D) < J(A) uJ(B) and J(G \ A) = 6(A)
For an Lk-fornnrla r#(z) in one free variable T we let @c
denote the set of all .r E G satisfying r/~(x) in G.
The following jact is easy (but somewhat tedious) to ver-
ify:
For every atomi( subformula rl~(x)of q’(x), 6(VJC;) is either
empty, or of the form {a} x Z, or of the form {a} x C for a
single congruence class C’ modulo m in Z, and some a E R.
Regarding the bounded quantifiers in p’ (z) a-sfinite dis-
junctions or conjunctions, we may assume that p’ (z) is in
fact a quantifier-free formula in Lo. Then by the rules for
the bound-y, J(P’C; ) is the contained in the union of all
~(~,c:), where @ ranges over all atomic subformulas of p’.
on tbr other hand, p’c; = { iti I O ~ i < 22” }, and so
J(F’C) =U{ {i} x {o} / 0<? <22” }
In view of the fact above, this means that p’, regarded as
quantifier-free formula has at lea.+ 22” many atomic subfor-
mulas rj),such that d(~!c;) have pairwise different first entries.
This in turn means that p’ regarded as bounded quantifier
formula has al, Irast 22n different atomic subformulas. This
proves the clann, and hence the theorem. II
Supplement to Theorem 3.3 Using again the refirre-
ment of the Fischer Rabin result due to Furer [F82], one can
modify Theorem 3.3 for prenex input formulas p~ with at
most f~quantifier blocks. The the lower bound for bounded
(Iuirntifier elimination in PA restricted to input formulas of
this type is then of the form 2( ~)’” for some positive con-
stant ( In lmrticular, the bounded quantifier elimination
problem for existential input formulas is still mher-cntly ez-
,rm7ientml in PA.
4 Efficient quantifier elimination in UPA
Theorem 4.1 Thcw is a tmunded quantifier elimmataon
proredurc U1 WP.4 asszgnwtg to ever-y pr-enex L“ -formula p
u bounded quantqfrr formula p’ m L”. If p has at most
(i blork.~of unbounded quantifiers each of length at most b,
f,hcn the (Jounded quantifier ekminatton procedure runs m
time and space O(lcn,gth(p) “1”)”). The only scalar opera-
twns required f(Jr the procedure are +, ~,lcm, max.
Proof. By induction on the number of unbounded quan-
tifiers in ~, it suffices to eliminate a single unbounded exis-
tential quantifier % in front of a bounded quantifier formula
ill L“ So wc may suppose that the input formula ~ is of the
form 3.r~((rj ., n,,, r. yI, . y“). where r/) is a bounded
quantifier formula, o, are the scalar parameters and z, vi are
the free variables of ~. Notice that for fized integer values
of the parameters ~i, the formula @ can be reg~ded aa a
quantifier-free L-formula +], by rewriting the bounded ex-
istential and universal quantifiers as finite disjunctions and
conjunctions. Next the fast quantifier elimination procedure
in [W90] can be applied to pl := 3z~1 in order to obtain
an equivalent quantifier-free L-formula q;, The important
point is to show now that the parameters ~i can be recov-
ered in q{, provided we admit an additional bounded ex-
istential quantifier in rewriting p{ as a bounded quantifier
L*-formula p’. In other words, the quantifier elimination
procedure of [w90] is uniform in the parametric coefficients
provided it is rearranged as a bounded quantifier elimination
procedure.
This fact is established by a careful anafysis of the quanti-
fier elimination procedure in [W90]. As a pleasant byprod-
uct, the resulting bounded quantifier elimination procedure
for UPA has an upper complexity bound that is exactly one
exponential lower than the original bound for the quantifier
elimination procedure.
In the following we provide the required steps for this
analysis. The crucia) point is to reinterpret the elimina-
tion lemma 2.6 in [W90] as a bounded quantifier elimination
lemma in UPA. For this purpose, we introduce the corre-
sponding notation: We asurne that $ has a prefix of k
bounded quantifiers (Q1.zl, [zII < s]),. . . . (Q~zk,lz~[ S Sk),
where Q, 6 {3, V}; moreover we assume that negations and
equations have been eliminated from @ and that all atomic
subformulas of @ containing the variable z have been nor-
malized to the form P,z r, a,, where r, is one of the relations
~, SPi for some scalar terms Pi and a, terms in the re-
. .
mammg variables w,. , Vn, ZI, , zk and the parameters
cll, . . ..om. We let J = {i ● 1 [ r, ● {<,>}} and put
K = I \ J, assume without restriction that J, K # O, and
put p = Icm{pi I z E K}, s = max{sl, . . ..s~}. With
this notation the analogue of lemma 2.6 in [W90] reads as
follows.
Lemma 4.2 Let z be a new variable. For each j E J let ~~
and $,- be the bounded quantifier formulas obtained from
~ as follows: Replace each congruence @,x =,,, a, (i E
K) by ~iaj + /3,z S4,., ~J a, and replace each mequakty
@~ < a, (i ● J) by ~iaj + flz p ~ja,, where p is “s”
for @~ and p is ‘~ “ for $1-. Let tj be the scalar term
tj := pj(2s + H ,~1 I%P). Then P := 3z@(z) is equivalent
in UPA to the following bounded quantifier formula p’:
V(O) V V(3Z, [zI < tj)(al + z =p, O A
JEJ
((8, >0 A @~) V (9, <O A 4,-)))
The proof of this lemma is obtained by applying lemma
2.6 of [W90] to 3x+(z) with fized integer values of the pa-
rameters al, . . ..a~. II
The complexity analysis of the bounded quantifier elimi-
nation procedure induced by this lemma proceeds along the
lines of Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 in [W90],
keeping in mind that the reduced number of atomic for-
mulas atom’ (g’ ) in [W90] corresponds to the actual num-
ber of atomic formulas atom (p’ ) in the present bounded
quantifier elimination setting. In particular, we get the
bound of the theorem for Iength(p’) and a bound of type
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0(length(q)(3b)a ) for the length of the scalar termss bound-
ing the quantifiers in q’. O
The latter bound can, however, be improved dramat-
ically by adapting the well-known observation of Bareiss
[Bw68] about the growth of coefficients in integer Gauss
elimination to our present setting: Notice that the iterated
application of Lemma 4.2 above does roughly correspond
to an iterated Gauss elimination on certain parametric lin-
ear equations obtained from the inequalities of our input
formula - except for the introduction of a new auxiliary
variable zi with a corresponding bounded quantifier in each
elimination step. Hence the superfluous factors observed by
Bareiss accumulate in the coefficients of the auxiliary vari-
ables only with a retardation of two elimination steps. Since,
however, the quantifier elimination concerns only the orig-
inally quantified variables of p, not the newly introduced
auxiliary variables ~i, we can can still profit from the can-
cellation of the Bareiss-factors in iterated elimination, pro-
vided we keep our scalar terms in non-expanded form. As a
result, the size of all scalar terms appearing in p’ as coeffi-
cients, moduli and quantifier bound, can be kept polynomial
in the length of the input. This has the following important
consequence:
Corollary 4.3 Let p be a purely existential L-formula with
at most one free variable y. Let
Then if Yv > –00, it can be computed in polynomial space.
Moreover, if p has no free variable, then the validity of p
in Z constitutes an NP-search problem (compare [GS78] for
the latter result).
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.2 iteratively in order to elim-
inate the unbounded quantifiers in p successively. In each
step the remaining existential quantifiers are interchanged
with the disjunctions produced by earlier applications of the
lemma. This results in a tinite tree T of formulas, whose
leaves are bounded quantifier formulas in the free variable
y. The depth of the tree is the number of unbounded quan-
tifiers in p. The length of each leaf is polynomial in the
length of q, when integer coefficients and moduli are writ-
ten in binary notation. The disjunction over all the leaves
constitutes the output formula p’ that is equivalent to the
input formula p. We construct the tree T in a depth-first
manner.
Suppose to begin with that p has no free variable. Then
the validity of p in Z can be decided by guessing a leaf ~ of
T and integer values for the variables occurring in @ with
bounded existential quantifiers. By the discussion above this
search space is of size polynomial in the length of p and the
evaluation of a quantifier-free L-formula can be performed
in polynomial time.
Next suppose that ~ has the only free variable y. For
each leaf @(y) of T we can by the discussion above decide in
space polynomial in the length of@ and hence of V, whether
3y@(y) holds in Z. Moreover, if this is the case, then the
proof of Lemma 4.2 will provide an explicit integer yO of
binary length polynomial in the length of p satisfying @
in Z. Next we decide in polynomial space, whether the
formula 3Y(Y < YO1 A O(y)) holds in Z. If the answer is
‘no’, then Y = y. and we are done. Otherwise, we iterate
this procedure with yl = y. – 1, yz = yl – 1, ..., until the
answer ‘no’ is reached. Cl
Remark Let v be as in Corollary 4.3. Then in generaf
any description of the set { y c Z I p holds in Z } by a
bounded quantifier formula ~’ in L may require the length
of p’ to be exponential in the length of p even if integers in p
are denoted in unary notation, and in p’ in binary notation,
This is a consequence of the supplement to Theorem 3.3.
5 Conclusions and Applications
We have given tight upper and lower complexity bounds
for quantifier elimination in Presburger arithmetic and for
bounded quantifier elimination in uniform Presburger arith-
metic. Moreover we have shown that quantifier elimination
is impossible in uniform Presburger arithmetic, in contrast
to a result in [DH92] for UPA without order. As a conse-
quence, we have shown that for a parameter-free existential
formula q(y) in uniform Presburger arithmetic with one free
variable y, the minimum possible value of this free variable,
such that p(y) holds in Z, can be computed in polynomial
space.
Besides their theoretical importance, these results have
also practical significance. Two experimental implemen-
tations have been carried out at the University of Passau:
A REDUCE-implementation of the bounded quantifier elimi-
nation procedure in Theorem 4.1 for PA (i.e. without para-
metric coefficients of variables) in [K91], a MAPLE-implemen-
tation of the applications of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3
to mixed integer programming with linear constraints, lin-
ear or quadratic objective function and additive parameters
by Xue Rui (see [WX95]). An implementation of the full
bounded quantifier elimination procedure in Theorem 4.1
in the REDLOG-package (compare [DS96]) is in preparation.
The heuristic results of these implementations were quite en-
couraging: [K91] has produced necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the solvability of simultaneous congruences and
for the existence of lattice points in parametrically described
regions of the plane. [WX95] has solved among others (not
totally unimodular) mixed integer programming problems
with up to 11 real and 4 integer variables and 16 constraints
in less than 2 minutes on a SUN Spare-10. Moreover the
implementation has turned out to be very useful in auto-
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